Introducing the

CREATE
INTERACTIVE AND
COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS

To promote effective
collaborative learning
practices, schools
and districts need
interactive technology
and software that:

1. Supports multi-user interaction
2. Offers teaching and learning tools
that suit the needs of every lesson
3. Enables collaborative learning across
whole-class, individual, small-team
and multi-team settings

THE DIGITAL CLASSROOM
DISPLAY BUILT FOR LEARNING
The multi-user ActivBoard Touch creates an active learning
environment that encourages students to interact with the
lesson content and collaborate with each other to share
knowledge and problem solve while improving verbal and
written communication skills.

THE 					

			

DIFFERENCE

Intuitive,
six-touch display

Flexible professional
development program

Dry-erase surface

makes it simple for teachers and

creates a flexible instructional

options available to help

students to interact using multi-

tool that can be used for

educators unite their curriculum

touch gestures, including swipe,

every occasion

and teaching styles with

pinch and zoom

Promethean’s ActivBoard Touch

Premium pen interaction

Multiple options

add the digital pen accessory

available in a 78” or 88” display

for a natural writing and

with various mounting system and

navigation experience, including

projector options; add optional

the capability to track student

ActivSoundBar for powerful,

contributions by assigning

high-quality sound

different ink colors

Award-winning software
ActivInspire and ClassFlow
offer a vast suite of tools and
free resources for teachers

Magnetic stylus and
touch functionality

to create and deliver
interactive multimedia
lessons and assessments

Comprehensive 5-year
standard warranty

offer multiple methods

with telephone

of interaction

and online support

ACTIVBOARD TOUCH SPECIFICATIONS
78”

88”

Models/Sizes

Works with

ActivBoard Touch is available in
78” or 88” sizes. It includes access
to Promethean’s ActivInspire
Professional Edition software.

ClassFlow, ActivInspire,
ActivExpression, ActiVote,
ActivEngage2, ActivSlate,
ActiView, ActivSoundBar

Multi-User Capability

Options

Multi-user capability is dependent
upon the application software
and operating system used.
Within multi-user applications
like Promethean’s ActivInspire
software, Windows 7®
and Windows 8®, up to six users
can work simultaneously.

The 78” ActivBoard Touch is
available as a Mount System
and the 88” is available as a
Mount, Fixed, Adjustable and
Mobile System. Both sizes are
available with the choice of
extreme short, ultra short or
short throw projector.

Connectivity

Operating System

USB with supplied 3m (9ft) data cable

Windows, Mac and Linux

Power Requirement

Digitizing Technology

USB Powered

Infrared

